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Corporate excellence: A
pillar to vibrant economy
A
FTER a successful summit
on Work Ethics and Corporate Governance in February
2018, the main feedback from participants was that if momentum could
be sustained and follow up summits
held, to exert pressure on Zimbabwean corporates to perform better for
sustainable economic development.
We have thus used the earlier summit as a building block for corporate
transformation necessary to revitalize the economy. We are humbled by
the public demand and in the quest
for radical economic transformation
through corporate renewal; we have
thus coined a carefully thought-out
theme as a follow up to the Work
Ethics and Corporate Governance
Summit.
Human Talent Development Africa (HTDA) will host a summit,
whose theme is: The Renaissance:

From Ashes To Excellence; Corporate Excellence — A Pillar to a Vibrant Economy, to mainly look at
how Zimbabwean corporates could
be turned around and become spring
boards for economic development
through improved corporate governance practices ,which is fundamental for sustained and shared growth
needed to propel the economy, and
also how different leadership styles
can affect overall corporate performance.
Leadership is legitimised by the
way it serves those under authority.
Such legitimate leadership inﬂuences people to contribute their hearts,
minds, attitudes, spirits, creativity
and excellence, to give their all for
the growth of their organisations. It is
widely believed that no organisation
can fail to thrive with such leadership
as it mitigates work ethic decay.

This clearly makes the overtones
that corporate governance holds the
key to corporate success, as corporate
excellence is premised on good governance and employee engagement.
It follows then that servant leadership cannot be underplayed if Zimbabwean corporates are to achieve
corporate excellence, which in turn
plays a pivotal role in economic and
social transformation. The principles
of good governance and corporate
excellence are not difﬁcult to achieve
in the Zimbabwean context and it
is therefore necessary that leaders
should be reminded to go back to basics.
At the moment, Zimbabwean corporates have multiple challenges; bulk of them self -imposed
through poor corporate governance,
work-ethic decay, slow technological
advancement, failure to embrace de-

mands of the modern society against
a backdrop of globalisation presenting yet another huge gap that corporates have to contend with.
The rampant corporate scams
have set back social and economic
gains by an estimation of more than
two generations. The challenges at
both macro and micro levels have
caused economic discontinuities
that are unprecedented in rate and
scope, through lack of appropriate
corporate leadership and stewardship
and what is now required to quickly
get to speed, would be to leapfrog
in embracing and adopting cutting
edge corporate governance practices
rather than incrementally improving
them.
Some of the corporate governance
practices that have to be quickly
re-engineered especially in Public
enterprises would include independent oversight of management and
accounts, prohibition of insider trading, abusive self-dealing, and legal
recourse if principles of fair dealing
are violated. The management must
have freedom to drive the enterprise
forward. The empowerment, combined with accountability from the
board would then provide an impetus

to performance and improve effectiveness, thereby enhancing shareholder’s value leading to excellence.
Corporate governance and its attendant underlying indices is the one
and only route to achieve corporate
excellence.
Any attempt on the part of leaders
to circumvent this reality and resort
to shortcuts to achieve excellence
will only result in short-circuiting
their ill-conceived efforts, resultantly going back to “corporate suicide
trap” currently prevailing.
It is not far-fetched for Zimbabwean corporates to attain the common
pointers of corporate excellence such
as proﬁtability, satisﬁed stakeholders;
customers, employees and shareholders, revenue and proﬁt growth;
growth in market share, growth in
market value (stock market capitalisation) if there is a shared vision
and purpose at both macro and micro
levels.
The summit will, therefore, highlight how corporate excellence can be
achieved through good governance,
leadership, creativity and innovation
as fundamental concepts in managing the organisation and achieving
results.

Cell Insurance launches Cell Captives Solutions
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• They provide access to direct insurance and reinsurance markets locally and
globally.
• They are ﬂexible to structure customized insurance programmes for speciﬁc clients.
• Actuarial input provides correct cell
retentions and solvency levels.
Contingency policies

A contingent policy is a conventional
policy which provides insurance protection on a conventional basis with added
beneﬁts of allowing the insured client
to participate in sharing of underwriting
proﬁts and implementation of sound risk
management policies. They provide the
primary layers of an insurance program
or cover risks not insurable. Contingent
policies can be issued as a stand-alone
policy or as a part of a risk arrangement

where reinsurance is structured above
the layers provided by contingency policy. At renewal or cancelation of policy,
a performance bonus in declared based
on claims experience. With the intention
of creating insurance capacity over many
years, contingency policies enable the
clients to negotiate better insurance rates
in the market.
Key beneﬁts
• A valuable tailored tool for risk man-

• Credit Protection Insurance
• Personal liability cover
• Car hire insurance
• Excess waivers
• Permanent disability covers
Underwriting management
agencies (UMA)
Cell Insurance’s cell captive
structures offer underwriting
managers a business partnership in which they beneﬁt
from access to Cell Insurance’s license and beneﬁt
from
• A facility that supports cell
captive philosophy in a secure ring-fenced, independent
environment with access to
underwriting proﬁts and investment income, plus normal administration and management expenses.
• A ﬂexible business partnership across levels including
Cell Insurance CEO Isheunesu Makuzwa addressrisk retention
• Technical capabilities and suping guests at the launch of the Cell Captives.
port that includes actuarial seragement and controlling the client’s risks, lossvices
es and exposures.
The classes of insurance suitable for this
• Facilitates sharing of underwriting proﬁts.
solution include the following:
• A ﬂexible arrangement that facilitates various
• Selected commercial and personal lines prodcombinations of structures, premiums, cover,
ucts
insurance and reinsurance capacity.
• Niche uniform insurance related products
• Reduces exposures of price volatilities in the
• Risk class speciﬁc or multiple class products
conventional insurance market.
• Creates insurance capacity and reserves to
Mining rehabilitation guarantees
absorb risk retention for difﬁcult to insure and
Legislation in Zimbabwe requires all mining
expensive risks in the conventional market.
operation within the country to provide for
• Cost of risk is stabilized over time and deterenvironmental rehabilitation both during the
mined with precise certainty.
life of the mine and at closure. This has been
• Actuarial input is used to determine suitable
achieved by most mines through balance sheet
limits and reinsurance levels.
provisions which do not make the funds imBranded insurance – Volume and afﬁnity busimediately available to the full extent of liability
ness solutions
when needed. Cell Insurance provides mines
By partnering with Cell Insurance, we offer
with required guarantee to the government
our clients an opportunity to sell customized,
which ﬁnances for the rehabilitation work in
branded short-term insurance products to their
full from inception of the policy. The guarantee
customers through cell captives hence earnprovided is able to match the environmental liing additional revenue. With our assistance,
ability against company assets throughout the
clients get a competitive edge by developing
lifespan of the mine.
branded mass market insurance solutions that
are tailored for their customers. Cell Insurance
Key beneﬁts include
gives the strategic and technical support in
• A guarantee with adequate cover provided
developing these products and assists in manimmediately from policy inception
aging the processes through claims reviews,
• Multiyear insurance product with adequate
analysis of underwriting results which enables
cover all the time
participation in enhanced revenue stream em• No risk of perpetual over-funding
anating from proﬁtable underwriting results.
• Premiums committed on an annual basis
These products are ideal for afﬁnity groups,
• Flexible creation of insurance reserves for
employers and organizations that provide high
future rehabilitation
volume branded insurance products to their
Cell Insurance continues to innovate and
customers, members and employees.
strive to produce innovative and unique soluProducts suitable for this solution include:
tions that will have a direct positive impact on
• Cellphone insurance
your business performance.
• Extended warranty cover
• Legal insurance
For more information on our risk
• Electronic equipment and gadgets cover
ﬁnancing solutions and other in• Motor insurance (motorcar, motorcycle, carsurance products kindly our visavan, trailer, LDV)
it
website
www.cellinsurance.co.zw

